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1. REAL-ESTATE



Sri Lanka’s Cinnamon Life completes residential tower,
30-floor office block

Sri Lanka’s Cinnamon Life had completed construction of one residential tower with 196
apartments and an 30-floor office tower, John Keells Holdings said.
Planned as a ‘city within a city’, Cinnamon Life will also have an 800-roomed luxury Cinnamon
hotel, along with offices and residences, the property will also have premium retail and
entertainment malls.
Read more


UDA to call RFPs for 5 land plots around Beira Lake

The Urban Development Authority (UDA) is gearing to call Requests for Proposals (RFPs)
for development activities in five identified landparcels around Beira Lake within the
next three months under the proposed Masterplan to develop the Beira Lake and
surrounding area, which has been finalised.
“We have already finalized the masterplan for the entire area and we are now awaiting
this to be published on the government gazette. In the meantime, we are moving ahead
to seek investment proposals and to advertise five identified land blocks based on the
guidelines of the Masterplan within next three months period,” a top UDA official told
Mirror Business.
The UDA already commenced the process to obtain necessary approvals to advertise the
five land-plots for development activities.
Read more
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Sri Lanka Investment Forum to feature over 50 projects

Themed “Sri Lanka – Asia’s Next Growth Haven”, the Sri Lanka Investment Forum (SLIF) 2021
jointly organized by the Board of Investments (BOI), The Ceylon Chamber of Commerce and the
Colombo Stock Exchange will kick off June 7, 2021 on a virtual platform.
SLIF 2021 will showcase to the world, Sri Lanka’s attractiveness as an investment destination
through the exposition of a blend of Mega Projects, Strategic Investment Initiatives, Private Equity
Opportunities and Portfolio Investment propositions of Public Listed Corporates listed on the
Colombo Stock Exchange. The forum will attract direct and portfolio investors including
sovereign wealth funds, private equity funds, Development Finance Institutions, MNCs, High Net
Worth Individuals, and all other investor classes from across the globe.
Read more


International Construction Consortium commences
‘sunset cocktails’ at Oceanfront Condominiums Galle

An award winning premier contractor, International Construction Consortium Ltd. (ICC)
commenced ‘sunset cocktails’ at its newest residential property Oceanfront Condominiums Galle
over the weekend, allowing their investors to firsthand experience the finesse and the luxe of the
property.
Home owners were invited to Oceanfront Galle over the weekend (3-4 April) for them to inspect
on the construction progress and to have a look and feel of the apartment complex that would be
officially handed over in coming months. Spelling class and elegance from the very first step into
the building, homeowners were given the opportunity to witness the plethora of benefits they
would reap for investing in OFC Galle in every sense.
Read more
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21st century luxury living

Since the turn of the millennium, the ‘on demand’ accessibility of high-end luxury has driven an
appetite for prime real estate, propelling demand for exceptional private facilities, interior design,
one-of-a-kind architecture and world-class services, to deliver the ultimate luxury lifestyle.
Certainly, real estate developers in Sri Lanka are competing to offer the most sophisticated living
experiences, spearheaded by Colombo’s Sapphire Residences, which are widely regarded as some
of the finest luxury apartments ever seen in South Asia.
When residential developers plan their projects, considerable thought goes into which amenities
will most impress buyers and ‘out-feature’ their competitors. Continually striving to offer
distinctive design, cutting-edge innovation and 5-star facilities, the bar gets raised even higher as
developers compete to deliver new and original conveniences and comforts.
Read more



Government invites Qatar and Oman to invest in Port City

The government explored the possibility of attracting investments to the Colombo Port City
Economic Zone from Qatar and Oman, and would do it with India in the near future, a Minister
said yesterday.
Money, Capital Markets and Public Enterprise Reforms State Minister Ajith Nivard Cabraal told
Mirror Business that he discussed the matter with the authorities of these two countries during
his recent visit to Oman and Qatar as the special envoy of Prime Minister Mahinda Rajapaksa. He
said he invited delegations from these two countries to visit Sri Lanka for the identification of
possible areas of investments.
Read more
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2. ECONOMIC



Port City Bill more transparent than GCEC Act – Minister

Education Minister Prof.G.L.Peiris yesterday said that those who are filing petitions in the
Supreme Court, challenging the constitutionality of the Colombo Port City Economic Commission
Bill, have forgotten the Greater Colombo Economic Commission Act (GCEC) which was passed in
Parliament in 1978.
He said the Greater Colombo Economic Commission Bill adopted in Parliament in 1978 exempted
usual tax laws of the country such as Inland Revenue Act and Foreign Exchange Act.
The Minister said that a number of groups including the Samagi Jana Balawegaya and the United
National Party are involved in a disinformation campaign over the Bill without any basis.
Read more



Sri Lanka’s Port City will be a driver of growth, FDI, not a
Chinese colony: Minister Cabraal

Sri Lanka’s Colombo Port City will be a driver of growth and foreign direct investment and
concerns over it being a Chinese colony are misplaced, State Minister for Money and Capital
Markets, Nivard Cabraal said.
Sri Lanka is facing substantial challenges with rising debt and low growth, and the Colombo Port
City will be a source of non-debt inflows that will help drive growth and investments by reducing
the hassle faced by investors, he said.
Read more
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Sri Lanka Port City attempts to fix broken government,
but tax breaks excessive: Samarajiva

Sri Lanka’s Colombo Port City is a useful attempt to address a broken government system and is
recreating for services what the Board of Investment did for manufacturing decades ago, but
excessively tax free status in the area should be re-considered, a top policy specialist has said.
The Colombo Port City Commission Bill had put the area out of the jurisdiction of many laws and
regulations of multiple state agencies, including local government, and also given it powers to
give tax concessions under several laws.
Read more



Lanka’s 2021 economic growth at 3.4 per cent

Despite the heavy toll of the COVID-19 pandemic on Sri Lanka’s economy and the lives of its
people, the economy will recover in 2021, though challenges remain, says the latest ‘World Bank
Sri Lanka Development Update: (SLDU) Economic and Poverty Impact of COVID-19’.
SLDU notes that the country, hit with an unprecedented economic downturn due to the pandemic,
is now on the road to recovery. Sri Lanka’s economic growth is expected to recover to 3.4 per cent
in 2021, mainly due to foreign investments as well as normalizing tourism and other economic
activities. However, the slow global recovery, coupled with continued trade restrictions,
economic scarring from the slowdown, and the high debt burden may continue to affect growth.
The report provides an update on Sri Lanka’s economy and outlook, highlighting the devastating
impact of the pandemic. Sri Lanka’s economy contracted by 3.6% in 2020, the worst growth
performance on record, as is the case in many countries fighting the pandemic.
Read more
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Sri Lanka rupee plunges amid money printing as car
imports collapse

Sri Lanka’s rupee has plunged to 199 to the US dollar in March as vehicle imports collapsed to
almost nothing, official data showed as domestic credit driven by printed money, recovered.
Sri Lanka’s vehicle registrations fell to 3,556 units in March 2021 down from 13,219 units in
March 2020 when a lockdown started and down from 34,475 units in January 2020.
Read more



Sri Lanka rupee quoted higher around 189/190 levels to
US dollar

Sri Lanka rupee quoted higher around 189/190 levels to the US dollar in the spot market on
Monday mid-morning trade, amid interventions, while bond yields remained unchanged, dealers
said.
Sri Lanka rupee last closed at 192/194 levels to the US dollar in the spot market on Friday.
However, even though the rupee closed at 192/194 levels in the spot market on Friday, the
Central Banks Telegraph Transfers rates stand at 195.7200/201.2800 levels above the spot rates.
Read more


Bond market muted during the holiday week

The activity in the secondary bond market was at a standstill during the shortened trading week
ending 16 April, while yields were seen closing the week broadly steady in comparison to its
previous week’s closings. The limited trades were seen on the maturities of 01.05.21, 15.10.21,
15.11.22, 15.07.23 and 15.11.23 at levels of 4.70%, 5.10%, 6%, 6.35% and 6.50% respectively. In
the secondary bill market, July maturities were traded at a level of 5% to 5.10%.
Nevertheless, the total accepted amount at the weekly Treasury bill auction was seen increasing
to a six-week high of Rs. 35.47 billion while the foreign holding in rupee bonds remained mostly
unchanged at Rs. 6.20 billion for the week ending 12 April.
Read more
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CB urged to offer higher rates for future SLDBs to induce
rollover

While expressing full confidence on the government’s willingness and ability to
honouring future debt obligations, a leading asset manager wants the Central Bank (CB)
to consider offering higher interest rates for future US$-denominated Sri Lanka
Development Bonds (SLDBs) to induce rollover of the record SLDB maturities scheduled
for the year.
As of March 3, this year, Sri Lanka had US$ 1.1 billion worth of SLDB maturities for the
rest of the year (excluding interest payments), including a US$ 693.89 million SLDB
maturity scheduled for May 1. The SLDB maturities this year account for nearly half of
the country’s current outstanding SLDBs.
However, the CB was only able to raise US$ 83.83 million at fixed interest rates ranging
from 6.05-6.92 percent so far during the year.
Read more



Sri Lanka stocks down 0.62-pct

Sri Lanka stocks fell 0.62 percent on Monday, pushed down by LOLC Holdings, Vallibel one and
Mestacorp plc, brokers said.
The Colombo benchmark All Share Price Index fell 47.07 points to close at 7,553.50.
The S&P SL20 index of more liquid stocks fell 0.96 per cent or 29.35 points to close at 3,042.15.
Turnover was 2.9 billion rupees with 47 stocks gaining and 112 falling.
Read more
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Sri Lanka rupee quoted firmer around 192/194 levels to
US dollar

Sri Lanka rupee quoted firmer around 192/194 levels to the US dollar in the spot market on
Tuesday while bond yields slightly eased, dealers said.
Sri Lanka rupee last closed at 194/198 levels to the US dollar in the spot market on Monday.
The Central Banks Telegraph Transfers rates stand at 187.93/191.97 levels below the spot rates
on Monday.
Read more


Shares fall as spiking virus cases raise restriction fears

Sri Lankan shares closed lower yesterday, led by losses in industrial and financial stocks, as a
surge in coronavirus cases stoked fears of fresh restrictions in the country.
Media reports here, citing a Sri Lankan health official, suggest the country may impose
restrictions on foreign arrivals to curb the surge in COVID-19 cases.
The CSE All-Share Index fell 0.6 percent to close at 7,553.50 points. The index is up 11.5 percent
for the year.
Conglomerates Vallibel One PLC and Melstacorp PLC were the top drags to the index, falling 3.6
percent and 3.4 percent, respectively.Meanwhile, data from the Sri Lankan Central Bank on Friday
indicated a narrowing of trade deficit in February and a fall in imports and exports.
Read more
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Activity dips once again ahead of weekly T-bill auction

The activity in the secondary bond market decreased once again yesterday, as only the 15.10.21
maturity changed hands at a level of 5.15%. In the secondary bill market, 09th July 2021 maturity
traded at a level of 5.20%.
The weekly bill auction due today will see a total amount of Rs.45 billion on offer, consisting of
Rs.10 billion of the 91 day maturity, Rs.15 billion of the 182 day maturity and a further Rs.20
billion of the 364 day maturity. At last week’s auction, the 91 day weighted average yield
increased by 01 basis point to 5.09% while weighted average rates on the 182 day and 364 day
maturities remained steady at 5.12% and 5.15% respectively. The stipulated cut off rate on the
364 day maturity was increased by 03 basis points to 5.18% while the maximum yield rates of
the 91 day and 182 day maturities will be decided below the level of the 364 day maturity at the
auction.
Read more


Inflation spikes on low base effect

Headline inflation as measured by the year-on-year (Y-o-Y) change in the National
Consumer Price Index (NCPI, 2013=100)1 increased to 5.1 per cent in March 2021 from
4.2 per cent in February 2021.
This was due to the statistical effect of the low base prevailed in March 2020. Meanwhile,
Food inflation (Y-o-Y) increased to 8.8 per cent in March 2021 from 6.9 per cent in
February 2021 and Non-Food inflation (Y-o-Y) increased marginally to 2.0 per cent in
March 2021 from 1.9 per cent in February 2021.
The change in the NCPI measured on an annual average basis decreased to 5.3 per cent
in March 2021 from 5.5 per cent in February 2021.
Read more
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3. INTERNATIONAL



China GDP grows record 18.3% in first quarter in virus
rebound

China’s economy expanded at a record pace in the first quarter as the country continued its rapid
recovery from last year’s pandemic-fuelled slump, official data showed yesterday.
The 18.3 percent explosion in gross domestic product was the fastest pace since quarterly records
began three decades ago but came off a historic contraction in 2020 during the depths of the
pandemic.
It was also slightly short of forecasts in an AFP survey of economists.
While the disease first emerged in central China in late 2019, the country was also the quickest to
bounce back after authorities imposed strict control measures and consumers stayed home.
Read more


Prime Residential Sales Reach 10-Year High in London in
March

International property consultant Knight Frank is reporting March 2021 was one of the most
active months in the UK property market for ten years and prime areas of London were no
exception.
The combination of a stamp duty holiday, positive economic data and the vaccine roll-out meant
transaction numbers across the country reached their highest point in a decade, says Knight
Frank.
The stamp duty holiday, initially due to end in March but deferred by six months with a taper,
would have been less of a motivating factor in prime markets in the capital.
Read more
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Average Price of Property Coming to Market Jumps 2.1%
in a Month – Industry Reacts

The national average price of property coming to market has hit a new all-time high of £327,797,
following a 2.1%, or +£6,733, monthly increase.145,000 properties were newly marketed this
month, with the number of sales agreed up by 55% on the same period two years ago, reducing
the stock of properties that are available to buy to the lowest proportion ever recorded
Barrows and Forrester managing director James Forrester, said: “A record-breaking month on
many fronts with asking prices increasing at an incredible rate, as a heightened level of demand
pushes property values ever higher. This price growth is also being driven by a lack of available
stock, particularly second stepper suitable two and three-bed homes. In fact, you’d have an easier
time finding a straight-talking politician than you would a decent three up, three down in current
market conditions.”
Read more


European markets inch mostly higher to start the trading
week

The pan-European Stoxx 600 added 0.15% at the start of trading, with travel and leisure stocks
climbing 0.6% to lead gains while the oil and gas sector slid 0.3%
The positive start expected for European markets bucks a more mixed trend in other global
markets overnight; U.S. stock index futures were mixed in early morning trading on Monday, after
the S&P 500 and Dow Jones Industrial Average closed at record highs on Friday.
Earnings season kicked off last week when major U.S. banks reported quarterly results, and a host
of companies are set to provide their updates this week. Ten Dow components will report, along
with 72 S&P 500 companies. Coca-Cola, IBM and United Airlines are among the firms set to report
earnings on Monday.
Read more
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Average UK House Price Hits New High, Industry Reacts

The latest House Price Index released by Rightmove has revealed the average price of a UK home
has hit a new high after rising 2.1% in the last month.
According to the report, the national average for a home in the UK stands at £327,797, an increase
of £4,000 since October last year. According to Rightmove, the market is selling at its fastest rate
since it began keeping records.
Read more



U.S. Housing Starts Enjoy 15-Year Spike in March

According to a new report from the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development and the
U.S. Census Bureau, housing production rebounded in March as buyer demand remains solid due
to low mortgage interest rates. Overall housing starts increased 19.4 percent to a seasonally
adjusted annual rate of 1.74 million units. This was the fastest pace for combined single-family
and multifamily construction since June 2006.
The March reading of 1.74 million starts is the number of housing units builders would begin if
development kept this pace for the next 12 months. Within this overall number, single-family
starts increased 15.3 percent to a 1.24 million seasonally adjusted annual rate. When comparing
the first quarter of 2021 to the first quarter of 2020, single-family starts are up 19.6 percent. The
multifamily sector, which includes apartment buildings and condos, increased 30.8 percent to a
501,000 pace.
Read more
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